DOMOBAAL
on the final afternoon of sharon kivland’s exhibition reproductions ii
we cordially invite you to an afternoon of select walking tours, discussions, book presentations and
hauntings, these events are all free however numbers are strictly limited and places must be reserved on a first
come basis: please contact the gallery to reserve a place.
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4.00-5.00pm
professor steve pile teaches geography in the faculty of social sciences at the open university.
dr. jan campbell is a reader in english literature and psychoanalysis in the department of english at the
university of birmingham.
between 4.00-5.00pm steve pile and jan campbell will lead a walking tour together from within sharon
kivland’s exhibition. more of a live introduction at the end of this exhibition in response to selected aspects
than an open forum, stopping along the way to offer a series of reactions and seeking responses from the
audience to the many proliferating forms and meanings of sharon kivland's work.

+
5.00-5.30pm
nick thurston is an artist, writer, and editor: information as material
nick thurston will introduce a book launch of sharon kivland's
freud on holiday: appendices iii and iv
freud's hotels
freud's shopping
which join appendices i and ii
freud's weather
freud's dining

+
reproductions iii (les femmes du monde)
the presentation of sharon kivland's new subscription
available at a super-special price for those who subscribed to the 13-volume reproductions i
at an attractively discounted rate during february from domobaal editions.

+
5.30-7.00pm
ghost presents hostings 10
a haunted reproduction
between 5.30-7.00pm, in response to sharon kivland's exhibition, sarah sparkes of ghost invites birgitta hosea,
peter suchin and sarah wood to interrogate ideas pertaining to 'haunting' in both kivland's work and the
gallery space itself. this evening's hosting will initiate an apocryphal archiving of reproductions ii – an
immaterial revenant to haunt the invited guests.
birgitta hosea is a digital artist, and research leader for performance and course director of m.a. character
animation at csm. her current work investigates photographic manipulation and theatricality in victorian
spirit photography and mediumistic performances.
peter suchin is an artist and critic, contributing to art monthly, frieze, the guardian, and many other journals.
sarah sparkes is an artist, curator and researcher. she leads the ghost project. initiated in 2008, ghost
provides a supporting platform enabling invited guests to visually and conceptually manifest and interrogate
the idea of the ghost.
sarah wood is senior lecturer at the school of english, university of kent. she is managing editor of the
oxford literary review and a founder of angelaki: journal of the theoretical humanities.
www.ghosthostings.co.uk
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